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Phase-change actuator ceramics directly couple electrical and mechanical energies through an

electric-field-induced phase transformation. These materials are promising for the replacement of

the most common electro-mechanical ceramic, lead zirconate titanate, which has environmental

concerns. Here, we show that by compositional modification, we reduce the grain-scale heterogene-

ity of the electro-mechanical response by 40%. In the materials investigated, this leads to an

increase in the achievable electric-field-induced strain of the bulk ceramic of 45%. Compositions

of (100–x)Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3–(x)BaTiO3, which initially possess a pseudo-cubic symmetry, can be

tuned to undergo phase transformations to combined lower symmetry phases, thus decreasing the

anisotropy of the transformation strain. Further, modelling of transformation strains of individual

grains shows that minimum grain-scale strain heterogeneity can be achieved by precise control

of the lattice distortions and orientation distributions of the induced phases. The current results can

be used to guide the design of next generation high-strain electro-mechanical ceramic actuator

materials. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4961533]

In the search for lead-free replacement materials for the

ubiquitous electro-ceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT),

much progress has been made. Many compositions are now

available, which cover ranges of environmental and property

requirements.1,2 This work has also resulted in a much

further developed understanding of the structural mecha-

nisms spanning several length scales that give rise to electro-

mechanical coupling.

For the discovery of new actuator materials, maximising

the achievable electric-field-induced strain is an obvious first

step in the design process. This is usually approached by com-

positional modification, which involves producing solid solu-

tions of two ferroelectric phases with unique symmetries or

polar directions, in the hope of maximising properties at mor-

photropic phase boundaries (MPBs), analogous to the prop-

erty enhancement observed in MPB compositions of PZT.

While the exact mechanism of property enhancement in PZT

is still the matter of some debate, this approach has success-

fully found many useful lead-free piezoelectric compositions.3

Microstructural engineering has also been applied to enhance

piezoelectric performance in lead-free systems. This can be

done by crystallographic texturing4 ceramic-ceramic compo-

sites5,6 or core-shell grain structures.7 Generally, these meth-

ods require more complicated processing controls than

standard polycrystalline ceramic processing, and thus increase

the expense of the final material.

In addition to maximising the magnitude of the piezo-

electric response, another critical design parameter is repro-

ducibility and reliability of the material response over the

lifetime of devices constructed from them. These properties

can be correlated with the grain-scale strain heterogeneity

experienced within the polycrystal during actuation. Large

strain heterogeneities will lead to stress concentrations, the

initiation of cracks, and inevitable failure of the material.

Depending on the actuation mechanisms within a specific

ceramic material, the stress concentrations may vary signifi-

cantly. They are related to the degree of anisotropy of the

intrinsic and extrinsic strain responses of the individual

grains, as well as the elastic compliance anisotropy and its

ability to compensate for strain heterogeneities at the grain

scale.

An interesting sub-class of materials that have been dis-

covered via the compositional modification route are those

that appear to have cubic symmetry over a small composi-

tional range at the MPB. This has been observed within sev-

eral perovskite solid solutions; for instance, Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3

(BNT) produced with (among others) either BaTiO3 (BT),8

Bi0.5K0.5TiO3 (BKT),9 K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN),10 or combina-

tions thereof.11–17 An applied electric field transforms these

systems to either one (or a mixture of) lower symmetry

phase(s) and results in a large electric-field-induced strain,

observed to be as high as 0.4%.18 These transformations are

unique when compared to the conventional strain mecha-

nisms observed in PZT based materials.19–21 The transforma-

tions may in fact offer significantly larger strain ranges, as

are available in single crystal materials which undergo field-

induced phase transformations.22,23 The observed phase

transformations in these ceramics are irreversible in some

compositions and environmental conditions, but reversible at

others,24 thus giving the opportunity of harnessing this trans-

formation strain in a ceramic material for reversible actua-

tion purposes. One difficulty with these materials, however,

is that in the polycrystalline form, the achievable strain for a

given induced phase symmetry is highly anisotropic. This

leads to large grain-scale strain heterogeneity and likely poor

component lifetimes.

Here, the (100–x)Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3–(x)BaTiO3 (BNT-xBT)

material system is investigated for x between 5.75 and 8,

where sample compositions appear metrically cubic when

processed. After the application of an electrical field, lower
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symmetry rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, as well as a

mixture of these are observed.25,26 X-ray powder diffraction is

used to determine the lattice distortions and phase fractions of

the resulting phases. These parameters are then used as input

to modelling of the transformation strains of individual grains

to investigate how lattice distortions affect the average strain

response and grain-scale strain heterogeneity. Further model-

ling demonstrates that precise control of the lattice distortions

of the resultant phases in the transformed mixed-phase state

allows potential improvements in the properties of the next

generation of phase-change actuator ceramics.

Disc-shaped BNT-xBT (where x¼ 5.75, 6.25, and 8)

samples were prepared by the solid-state synthesis route.27

Samples were sintered at 1130 �C for 3 h in an air atmo-

sphere with temperature ramp rates of 5 �C/min. Bar-shaped

samples with dimensions of approximately 1� 1� 6 mm3

were cut from the ceramic discs for the high energy X-ray

diffraction experiment. Annealing was carried out at 400 �C
for around 30 min to remove any residual stresses from the

cutting and polishing process. Silver electrodes were applied

to two parallel 1 � 6 mm2 surfaces of the sample bar.

High energy X-ray diffraction experiments were

carried out at beamline ID15 of the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility. A beam energy of 72.7 keV (wave-

length, k¼ 0.1705 Å) was used to penetrate the sample

cross-section and measure the diffracted signal from the

bulk of the sample. Diffraction patterns were collected

using a Pixium flat panel detector.28 An in situ electric field

cell allowed for the application of electric field cycles while

acquiring structural data.29 Details of this experimental

technique can be found elsewhere.30 The two-dimensional

detector images collected were integrated into 36 angular

segments using the software package FIT2D31 in order

to obtain one-dimensional diffraction patterns. These

extracted patterns represent diffraction information col-

lected with scattering vector aligned from approximately

parallel to perpendicular to the applied electric field vector.

The lattice parameters and phase fractions for the selected

sample compositions were determined by combined texture

and Rietveld refinements using the program MAUD.32

The initial phase of all samples in the composition range

was determined to be pseudo-cubic, with no observable dif-

fraction peak splitting or asymmetry over the measured 2h
range, as shown in Figure 1(a). Upon application of an

electric field, the three chosen compositions show unique

induced structures. BNT-5.75BT transforms to a single phase

rhombohedral structure, BNT-6.25BT transforms to a phase

mixture of rhombohedral and tetragonal structures, and

BNT-8BT transforms to a single phase tetragonal structure,

see Figure 1(b). A summary of the induced unit cells is pro-

vided in Table I.

Simulations of transformation strains were performed

for 1000 randomly oriented grains of pseudo-cubic symme-

try.33 Both tetragonal and rhombohedral distortions of the

pseudo-cubic cell were assumed for the simulations. Lattice

constants corresponding to those experimentally determined

for the mixed phase BNT-6.25BT sample were used, as these

represent the actual lattice distortions in a mixed phase sys-

tem where transformation strains play an important role in

FIG. 1. Diffraction intensities with the scattering vector parallel to the

electric-field vector. At the initial state (a) all compositions appear pseudo-

cubic. At 5 kV/mm (b) BNT-5.75BT transforms to a single rhombohedral

phase, BNT-6.25BT transforms to a mixed rhombohedral and tetragonal

phase structure, and BNT-8BT transforms to a single tetragonal phase.

TABLE I. Lattice parameters and phase fractions derived from the powder diffraction experiments. Error bars on the reported values are below the final signif-

icant digit reported.

Initial At field

Sample Phase a0 (Å) Phase a (Å) c (Å) ar (deg) Phase fraction

BNT-5.75BT Pseudo-cubic 3.8962 Rhombohedral (R3c) 7.7923 … 89.79 1.00

BNT-6.25BT Pseudo-cubic 3.904 Rhombohedral (R3c) 7.7932 … 89.78 0.72

Tetragonal (P4 mm) 3.8875 3.9317 … 0.28

BNT-8BT Pseudo-cubic 3.9029 Tetragonal (P4 mm) 3.8973 3.925 … 1.00
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the material behaviour. The transformation strains were cal-

culated by assuming full occupancy of the transformed

rhombohedral34 or tetragonal35 domain variant whose polar-

isation axis was most closely aligned to the electric field

direction, i.e., for the saturated domain texture state.

The simulated transformation strain distributions as a func-

tion of orientation are shown in Figures 2(a)–2(c) for pure rhom-

bohedral, mixed phase, and pure tetragonal induced phases,

respectively. From these data, the fraction of grains with a given

magnitude of transformation strain can be found for each trans-

formation type, and are shown in Figures 2(d)–2(f). For the

mixed phase rhombohedral/tetragonal material (Figures 2(b)

and 2(e)), it was assumed that each grain transforms to the phase

that corresponds to the largest transformation strain along the

electric field vector. For instance, with the present lattice

distortions, a h110i-oriented grain would result in a tetragonal

transformation strain of 0.25%, while the rhombohedral

transformation strain would be 0.19%. Hence, a h110i-oriented

grain is assumed to transform from pseudo-cubic to tetragonal

symmetry.

The maximum achievable transformation strain in the

simulation based on the BNT-6.25BT lattice parameters pre-

sented in Figure 2 is er
max¼ p(0.5� ar/180�)¼ 0.38% for

rhombohedral34 and et
max¼ 2(c� a)/(3a0)¼ 0.75% for tetrag-

onal35 symmetry. From the above, it is obvious that the mixed

phase volume fractions, as well as the average and width of

the transformation strain distributions, are intimately linked to

the rhombohedral and tetragonal lattice distortions.

Figure 3(a) shows the average and width of the mixed

phase transformation strain distribution as a function of the

rhombohedral volume fraction obtained by varying the lattice

distortions in the simulations. The plot corresponds to 750

different combinations of lattice parameters, each applied to

the same 1000 randomly generated grain orientations. The

FIG. 2. Simulated phase transformation strains for the saturated domain texture state for a pure rhombohedral transformation (a), a mixed rhombohedral/tetrag-

onal transformation (b), and a pure tetragonal transformation (c). Associated histograms showing the fraction of grains achieving a given transformation strain

magnitude are shown in (d)–(f), respectively.

FIG. 3. (a) Simulated variation in the transformation strain distribution average (black) and width (red) given as fractions of the maximum achievable transfor-

mation strain in both phases when varying the phase fraction content from pure tetragonal to pure rhombohedral. (b) Simulated transformation strain magni-

tudes for the saturated domain texture state for mixed phase rhombohedral/tetragonal transformation with the same maximum achievable transformation strain

in both phases. The associated histogram showing the fraction of grains achieving a given transformation strain magnitude is shown in (c).
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rhombohedral angle was varied in 30 steps between 90.00�

(er
max¼ 0.0%) and 88.55� (er

max¼ 2.5%), while the tetragonal

lattice distortion was modelled assuming the same pseudo-

cubic unit cell a0¼ 3.904 Å for the undistorted reference (ini-

tial state BNT-6.25BT, Table I), a constant volume of the

distorted tetragonal unit cell (at field value for BNT-6.25BT),

and c/a ratios varying in 25 steps between 1.000 (et
max¼ 0.0%)

and 1.038 (et
max¼ 2.5%). All averages and widths of the trans-

formation strain distributions are reported as fractions of the

maximum achievable transformation strain for the particular

combination of lattice parameters, thus either for a h111i-
oriented rhombohedral or a h100i-oriented tetragonal grain.

From Figure 3(a), a minimum in the width of the non-180�

domain switching strain distribution, and hence a minimum in

the grain-scale strain heterogeneity, is clearly observed for a

rhombohedral domain fraction of roughly 0.6. This fraction

reflects the fact that a unit cell contains four independent h111i
directions and only three h100i directions; thus, a grain of ran-

dom orientation is more likely to have the poling axis aligned

with h111i than with h100i. The highlighted section around the

minimum grain-scale strain heterogeneity in Figure 3(a) corre-

sponds to less than 10% relative difference between the maxi-

mum achievable transformation strain in the rhombohedral and

tetragonal phases; thus, the simulations clearly indicate that the

maximum average transformation strain and minimum grain-

scale strain heterogeneity for these mixed-phase materials can

be achieved when the lattice distortions are balanced to give

er
max� et

max. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show an example of the sim-

ulated materials transformation strain magnitudes and distribu-

tions for the case where er
max¼ et

max¼ 0.75%, respectively. To

achieve this, the simulation was performed with the tetragonal

lattice parameters of BNT-6.25BT (Figures 2(c) and 2(f)) and

ar¼ 89.57�.
The marked rhombohedral phase fraction of 0.30 in

Figure 3(a) corresponds to the simulation example in Figure

2; a mixed phase transformation strain distribution with an

average of 0.46% and a width of 0.14% compared to et
max

¼ 0.75%. The experimentally determined lattice parameters

of BNT-6.25BT were used as input for this simulation, yet

the resulting rhombohedral domain volume fraction was far

from the experimentally determined value of 0.72. This

serves to illustrate that the assumptions behind the model,

i.e., that the grain will transform to the single domain variant

that gives maximum strain along the electric field direction

(the saturated domain texture state), are not valid for all com-

positions.36 In fact, previous work has shown that the evolu-

tion of the phase fraction of tetragonal or rhombohedral

symmetries in the BNT-xBT series varies with composition

and field strength.37–39

One factor that may have a significant influence on these

results is that here only the orientation and not the spatial dis-

tribution of grains was taken into account in the simulations,

and thus the effects of intergranular stresses were ignored. It

has recently been observed by means of three-dimensional

X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) that similarly oriented grains

of (0.82)Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3–(0.18)Bi0.5K0.5TiO3 (a randomly tex-

tured pseudo-cubic material in the as-processed state that trans-

forms to a majority rhombohedral phase upon application of

an electric field) show considerable variations in electric-field-

induced domain volume fractions and hence transformation

strains,40 an observation that was attributed to local grain inter-

action effects. Likewise, in a recent self-consistent micro-

mechanical model for the behaviour of ferroelectric polycrys-

talline materials under electro-mechanical loading, it was

shown for an isotropic polycrystal that the average internal

stress remains equal to the macroscopic stress whatever the

level of applied electric field, but the local stress levels are

getting higher as the electric field increases.41 The exact

nature of these local effects is unknown; however, interaction

of ferroic domains at grain boundaries and the coupling

of extrinsic ferroelectric/ferroelastic strains with the elastic

anisotropy of the system are suspected to have an influence.

Further development of grain-scale microscopy methods based

on 3DXRD,42,43 diffraction contrast tomography,44–46 dark-

field X-rays,47,48 or transmitted electrons49 will allow the pos-

sibility to establish three-dimensional grain neighbour relations

experimentally, quantify intergranular interactions (in particu-

lar, stresses and strains, both intrinsic and extrinsic), and build

these into predictive models.50–52 Development of these char-

acterisation techniques and predictive modelling covering mul-

tiple length scales may be the key tools needed in order to

design new reversible phase-change actuator ceramics with

improved fatigue properties compared to present generation

ceramics.17,53–55

The present study has shown that minimum grain-scale

strain heterogeneity can be achieved by precise control of

the lattice distortions of the resultant phases in the trans-

formed state and that this in turn leads to the maximum

achievable transformation strain. Designing materials to

have controlled combinations of transformation symmetries

and unit cell distortions may be challenging. Nonetheless,

previous compositional dependent studies have paved the

way by showing that some degree of control over both

resultant phases, lattice distortions, and reversibility of the

electric-field-induced transformation can be achieved, and

they may also serve as inspiration as to within which compo-

sitions and environmental conditions to start the search for

new materials. This work provides a set of design tools that

may be useful when searching for high-strain electroceramic

actuator materials using both experimental and theoretical

approaches.
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